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THE FEDERATION OF ASSOCIATIONS OF FORMER VIETNAMESE POLITICAL PRISONERS 
62 W. Kingsbridge Rd 
Bronx, New York 10468 
(718) 364- 3673 

E-Mail: tonghoictnctvn@yahoo.com 
 
          May 10, 2008 
 
The Honorable Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General 
and Members of the United Nations.  
UN Headquarters 
New York, NY 10017 
 
 
  Subject:   Paracel and Spratly Archipelagoes and Security in South East Asia 
 
Dear Mr. Ban and Ladies and Gentlemen: 
 
The Federation of Associations of Former Vietnamese Political Prisoners (herein called the Federation) is an 
organization established by a number of former Vietnamese political prisoners  in the USA. We are a large 
number of 500,000 members of the Republic of Vietnam who had survived brutal atrocities perpetrated by the  
Communist  Party of Vietnam (CPV) after South Vietnam was taken militarily in 1975.  
The Federation is an international organization with 33 chapters in the USA and 4 others in Europe and 
Australia. 
The Federation calls your attention to the fact that the Communist Party of China (CPC) in June 2006 released a  
map prescribing Vietnam’s Eastern Sea that some one has called South China  Sea as a  new territory of China.  
It includes Paracels and Spratlys  of Vietnam.  Then 5 months later, in November, the CPC officially established  
a  new local governmental agency, Sansha,  under the authority of  Province of Hainan to officially and publicly 
manage the two archipelagoes. 
In front of the “taking over” of the territory of Vietnam, the Communist Party Vietnam (CPV) only paid some 
hollow weak lip services  against the People’s Republic of China ( PRC). Not a single positive action is taken to 
protect Vietnam’s territory.  The lip service is merely an act to cover up the CPV’s transfer of the territory of 
Vietnam to its counterpart.  
 
PRC’ hegemony and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam ( SRV). 
 
In 1992, the PRC promulgated a law stipulating that any foreign military ship or vessel on scientific missions 
that travel through the Eastern Sea must obtain a permission from the Chinese authorities or they will be sunk. 
After that, the PRC issued an announcement forbidding Vietnamese fishermen to work in the Eastern Sea or  
conducted military exercises in the region. In last July 2007, a Chinese Naval unit killed and wounded  
Vietnamese fishermen near Spratly island, and sank Vietnamese fishing boats because of “encroachment of its 
waters.” The killing took place in front of a Vietnamese naval unit while it stood still and watched. China 
claimed that there is a “mutual understanding” between Vietnam and China over the Chinese sovereignty of the 
region. 

Besides, back in 1999, the two sides signed a treaty of delimitation of the Northern border. The CPV 
made a territorial concession to CPC. Several chains of mountains originally part of Vietnam’s land in Ha Giang 
and Lang Son provinces now belong to China. And in 2000, another treaty was signed, yielding 11,000 
kilometers of the Tonkin Bay to China. Recently in Nov. 2007, when China’s National Assembly set up Sansha,  
hundreds of Vietnamese students at universities of Hanoi and Saigon protested. In reaction to the protests, a 
spokesman of China ‘s ministry  of foreign affairs chided Vietnam leadership over the fact. Vietnam replied that 
the demonstrations were spontaneous, not sponsored by the CPV. And after the incident,  hundreds of secret 
police were mobilized to suppress the move of the students, to satisfy “its master” sitting in Beijing. The 
suppression is going on in Hanoi and Saigon. Students and journalists have been harassed, including physical 
abuses by police, and imprisoned in compliance with CPC’s demands. 

The SRV under the leadership of the CPV, now even having become a non-permanent member of the 
UN Security Council has just played a ‘puppet’ role for CPC expansionism to the South. With this position, SRV 
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is instrumental to the CPC for controlling the Eastern Sea, thus the sea lane between the Eat and the West. 
China's expanding and improving military capabilities, which now include intercontinental-range missiles and 
anti-satellite weaponry, are changing the military balance in East Asia , thus affect the situation  throughout the 
world. The secret newly built Naval Base in Hainan, Sanya for hosting  at least five aircraft carriers and possibly 
20 nuclear submarines (094 type) aims at this purpose, besides military installations (such as an airfield on 
Woody) having been built on the Paracel archipelagoes and served as outposts for their military move. The 
graphic inclusion of the Paracel and Spratly archipelagoes on the China map receiving no positive reaction from 
Vietnam is a testimony to the fact that the CPV has been involved in the CPC scheme of expansion.  

The submarine-launched nuclear ballistic missiles (SSBN) on these subs contain multi war heads.   
The opening of the Sanya base helps the CPC’s 094 SSBNs find a 5000- meter deep operating areas 

south of Hainan island. 
This will absolutely cause instability for the region and as a consequence Vietnam is not compatible with a role  
of a member of the prestigious world organization. 
On the other hand, for the past recent years, leaders of the Communist Party of China have been talking about 
ambitions to control the world. Chi Haotian, Minister of Defense and also Vice Chairman of the PartyCentral 
Military Commission in his Aug. 18, 2005 speech entitled “War Is Not Far From Us” openly disclosed their 
intentions and mapped out strategies to conquer the world, even if a half of the total Chinese population is 
sacrificed. Under these situations, the Communist Party of Vietnam leadership would greatly contribute to the 
efforts as an instrument to serve their protectors. This will seriously affect the livelihood of mankind and is a 
cause of   a real threat to the entire world.                   
 
-We raise this issue to warn the United Nations about a danger that SRV, a non permanent member of the 
Security Council will cause to the peace of the region and the world, and call upon you to look for a way to stop 
the CPV to play such a role. On the other hand, we call on all members of the United Nations to evict the SRV 
from your organization for playing a double standard game: while accepting a membership of the UN to 
contribute to the peace of the world, SRV secretly serves as an instrument to China that aims at destroying its 
noble objective. A vassal state of the Communist China, SRV will be actively and strongly contributing to the 
CPC scheme of expansionism and thus spreading sufferings to the whole world.   
 
-We also call on leaders of the free world and UN members to apply such appropriate measures to deal with Red 
China so that:  
A) Part of the land on Vietnam‘s Northern border, and some 11,000 square kilometers in the Tonkin Bay be 
returned to their legitimate owner that is the Vietnamese people. The transfers in 1999 and 2000 were done 
illegally by the CPV to its counterpart, not by the Vietnamese people.. 
B) The Paracels and some twenty islands in Spratlys be also returned to their legitimate owner. The islands were 
taken by military forces in 1956, 1974 and 1988 and afterwards. 
C)  The scheme of expansionism be stopped and Red China become a civilized member of the world community. 
 
Members of the UN need to have a courage to stop such bad things from happening.  
 
Attached are documents showing that the Eastern Sea has been part of Vietnam’s territory since old times and 
that CPC and CPV are sources of danger of instability in the region and the entire world: 
1) Declarations by the Committee on Protection of Territorial Integrity of Vietnam, on “Vietnam’s Sovereignty 
over the Eastern Sea” (2006), on “the CPV’s hand-over of territorial waters to the CPC”( 2007),  and also on 
“the CPC’s scheme of  territorial expansion.” (2007) 
2)- Geographic data: Measuring of distances from Hoang Sa & Truong Sa to China and Vietnam, Vu huu San, 
Eastern Sea Geography and Paracel, Spratly Archipelagoes, 1994,  
3)- Sovereignty over the Eastern Sea, an historical  study of the sovereignty  over the Eastern Sea, by Dr. Tran 
huy Bich, a scholar, University of Southern California.  
4) “ La Souvereineté sur les Archipels Paracels et Spratlys”, an extract of  paragraphs written by Professor 
Monique Chemillier- Gendreau, Faculté de Droit, Paris, 1996. 
5)- “ The Eastern Sea and Stability in South East Asia” (1995) by Dr. Nguyên van Canh, visiting scholar, 
Hoover Institution on Peace, War and Revolution, Stanford University, also Director of Center for Vietnam 
Studies, California. 
 
Sincerely, 
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Nguyen trung Chau: 
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Figure 1. Sanya Secret Naval Base in Hainan 
 
 
      I 
 
 
                 COMMITTEE ON PROTECTION OF TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY OF VIETNAM 

 259 Meridian Ave # 7 
San Jose CA 95126 

E-mail; canhgnuyen1@yahoo.com 
 
 

         DECLARATION 
                                   On the announcement of the People’s Republic of China’s new boundary map 

 
 

In June 2006, China’s (PRC) cartographers made public a new boundary map, saying that this updating was 
aimed at adjusting the boundary lines. 

In this new map her territorial waters at the Eastern Sea (also known as South China Sea outside of Vietnam) are 
much expanded. To the west, the boundary line moves closer to Vietnam coastline, far different from the map in Choon 
Ho Park’s study, published earlier in Harvard University Review. The difference is as follows:  

 
. The distance from the coastline at Tu Nghia district, Quang Ngai province, below the 15th parallel, to China’s 

1978 map boundary line was about 120 nautical miles. Now with this 2006 map, the distance is about 70 nautical miles. 
The difference is 50 nautical miles. 

 
. From Cam Ranh seaport, Nha Trang, above the 12th parallel, to the boundary line the distance was about 230 

nautical miles in the 1978 map; now it is 45 nautical miles. The difference is 185 nautical miles. 
 
Early in the 1980 decade, Mr. Le Minh Nghia , Chairman of the Committee On Self Continent of the Vietnamese 

Prime Minister’s Office stated about this matter : “The East Sea is an area of 3.5 million sq. miles large. China claims 
ownership of 3 millions.” Now, she claims more. The area will be larger because the distance between  boundary lines 
and the coastlines of the Philippines, Malaysia are shortened. 

 
This last incident in 2006 is the most recent Chinese encroachment following the previous military attacks in the 

past within Chinese hegemonic attempt, such as: 
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. In 1956, China’s naval forces launched an attack to occupy Tuyen Duc (Amphitrite), in the east of the Hoang 
Sa Islands. 
. In 1974, on January 19 they again invaded and occupied Nguyet Thiem (Crescent), in the west of the Hoang Sa 

Islands. One naval unit of the Republic of Vietnam’s Navy (in South Vietnam) was deployed out to the site to defend, but 
failed. 

 
. On 4 September 1958, 

China’s Prime Minister Chou en 
Lai asserted the Chinese 
sovereignty over the Hoang Sa 
and Truong Sa (Spratly) 
archipelagoes. Ten days later, 
Prime Minister Pham Van Dong 
of Vietnam sent him an Official 
Note to substantiate Chou’s 
assertion. 

. In 1988, China’s naval 
forces moved farther to the south 
to attack and take control of 6 
islets of the Truong Sa 
Archipelago. In 1992, the world 
media revealed that China has 
occupied 8 islets. Looking at the 
map, China as of now has 
occupied 10 islets all together, 
and erect a boundary marker on 
Da Lac (Nam Xun) reef in 1992 in 
the attempt to substantiate her 
sovereignty over the Truong Sa . 

. In 1992, China’s 
National Assembly promulgated a 
law stating that any warships, 
vessels on scientific survey 
mission come to, or even just 

navigate through the South China Sea (Eastern Sea) must have permission of China, or  otherwise they will be sunk. 
. In 1992, China conceded to the Creston Corporation a contract of oil exploration in a maritime zone of 25,000 

sq. kilometers offshore Central Vietnam, and China’s Navy promised to use military forces to protect the Creston’s 
personnel while working in the area. Part of this conceded zone had been granted earlier for oil exploration to the French 
Total Company by the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. This Company had dropped the contract after its unsuccessful 
exploration. 

. China has often engaged in aggression in regards to the matter of  affirmation of sovereignty.  For example 
China’s objection was made to a Travel Agency of Vietnam when taking a group of tourists for a visit to an oil drilling 
site at the waters offshore Nha Trang, Central Vietnam. 

 
Chinese attempts : 
  
In December 2005, a meeting between China and Vietnam was held in Beijing, the Vietnamese delegation made 

known to the public a joint project of oil exploration of the two countries in the Eastern Sea. The Chinese delegation at 
the same time suggested the project to begin without delay. This cooperation has indicated that Vietnam has given China 
a chance to implicitly assert ownership of the Eastern Sea. The project was described as a cooperation for the sake of the 
two nations’ interests. It was obvious that the Vietnamese authorities have officially confirmed China’s ownership, 
though a half. Similarly, Vietnam has yielded 11,000 sp. kilometers surface of waters to China when the term “ for the 
two nations’ interests” was previously pronounced. 

 
China always considered herself the legitimate sovereign of the Eastern Sea. During the Ho Chi Minh time in the 

1950’s and the later periods all negotiations between the two countries, and violence employed many a time by China 
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have bore indication that China never recognized Vietnam’s sovereignty over these archipelagoes. Now, with such a new 
map recently made public, and such joint project that  just came out, it looked as if China has given Vietnam a favor to 
participate in the oil exploration. In other words, China has given Vietnam as an outsider, instead of a sovereign, a favor 
to share interests. 

In brief, Ho Chi Minh and his successors have granted China as gifts the territorial sea and land of Vietnam.     
 
Chinese attempts to assert sovereignty over the Eastern Sea have been obviously seen during 1980 through 1990. 

Many a time in many years Chinese vessels on oil survey missions intruded the waters of the Gulf of Bac Bo (Tonkin). 
Once, a Chinese vessel even intruded deep within 70 nautical miles the seaport of Thai Binh. 

In 2000, General Secretary Nong Duc Manh of the Communist Party of Vietnam and Chairman Tran Duc Luong 
came to Beijing to sign two agreements (1) Delimitation of boundaries on land, and (2) Division of the waters on the 
Tonkin Bay and Cooperation on  fishing in the Gulf. These two agreements have cut to grant China 11,000 sq. kilometers 
surface of waters when referring to the 1877 Constan Convention, as determined by the Tien Tsin Treaty, 1885. 
Furthermore, at the location south of  the 20th parallel in the joint fishing agreement, each side agreed to add 30.5 nautical 
miles so as to make the area as large as 35,000 sq. kilometers, or 29% of the Gulf. Vietnam in this agreement has 
officially allowed China to share ownership of  resources in the Gulf. 

On 8 January 2005, three well armed patrol steel vessels of China intruded the waters offshore Thanh Hoa, 12 
kilometers to the west beyond  the new boundary line, near point 14 on the boundary line in the Agreement 2000. This 
location lies inside the territorial waters of Vietnam. The Chinese national flags on those vessels were lowered down 
when approaching a group of Vietnamese fishing wooden boats. Suddenly, the Chinese from those vessels shot and killed 
8 Vietnamese fishermen in one boat, destroyed others, captured and took Vietnamese fishermen to their Hainan island. 
All captured fishermen were put in jail, where 84 other Vietnamese fishermen were being detained. 

Chinese fishing boats often went in the area inside the Vietnamese territorial waters for pillages. Often, the catch 
of fish on board Vietnamese fishing boats was looted on the ground that those fishermen did not have Chinese permit. 
These pillages arose as a consequence from the joint fishing agreement. 

In 2001, before the Joint Fishing Agreement was ratified by the Vietnamese National Assembly hundreds of 
violations by Chinese fishermen have been reported in the area of Quang Binh province. In 2002 only, over 1000 
violations were reported. With the Agreement, Chinese fishermen considered the Gulf waters theirs, and Vietnamese 
fishermen were limited within only 12 nautical miles to do fishing in a coastal nation as a sovereign of full rights. 

Since 2005, the Vietnamese authorities have made another concession in an agreement that China’s Navy and 
Vietnam’s Navy do together “patrolling rounds” in the Gulf. 

 
The Committee earnestly makes this declaration : 
 
TO THE PRC 
1. That the agreement on the re-marking boundary lines in the waters of the Gulf of Tonkin, and the agreement 
on the Cooperation on  Fishing were merely a business between the Communist Party of Vietnam and the 
Communist Party of China. It was an illegal act committed by the Communist Party of Vietnam.  
The Committee demands that at least the boundary line as determined in the   Constan 1887 Convention be used 
as basis for discussion on the dispute . 

 The Vietnamese people negate the Communist Party of Vietnam’s act in this agreement.   
2. That the whole area of the Eastern Sea on which the Hoang Sa and Truong Sa exist, belongs to Vietnam’s 
sovereignty. 
3. that China occupied militarily Hoang Sa in 1956 an 1974, and took 12 islets on the Truong Sa Islands in 1988 
and 1992  and China produced a new map in 2006, all these acts are illegal and represent Chinese hegemonic 
attempts.           
 
TO THE SRV 
1.That the act to transfer national territorial heritage in whatever circumstances, particularly in return for foreign 
support benefited by a group of individuals to stay on in power and  to seek interests is a crime of treason, for 
which the Vietnamese people will never grant forgiveness. 
2. That China produced new boundary lines on the waters in the Eastern Sea is an act to openly invade and rob 
from Vietnam territorial waters. The SRV reacted perfunctorily in saying Vietnam has owned the islands 
historically. The language in SRV ’s reaction statement about this matter this time was the same heard in the past 
many years. The same expression was performed when Vietnamese fishermen were killed by Chinese naval 
forces. 
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3. That the SRV have never allowed the Vietnamese people to participate in the safeguarding national 
sovereignty over the territorial waters, and brutally suppressed all oppositions to. China’s hegemonic ambitions. 
 
                   The COMMITTEE demands that  
1.the CPV leadership for the time being need to act in compliance with the United Nations  1982 Convention on 
Law of the Sea. China’s new boundary map is an obvious violation on Vietnam’s territory. Article 56 defines 
that the coastal nation has sole exploitation rights over all natural resources within 200 nautical miles, and 
Article 76 defines that the continental shelf is 200 nautical miles. China has obviously violated these two articles. 
Vietnam and China became adherents of  this Convention on 25 July 1994 and 7 June 1996, respectively. As 
members of the United Nations, both sides are bound to comply with  Article 287 of Part XV of the Convention 
in regards to settlement of dispute. It is a legal measure, and arbitration of the International Tribunal. 
2. the CPV leadership stop all acts of servitude to serve foreigners It must  courageously take action to safeguard 
territorial integrity of sea and land, stop conceding to the enemy sovereignty over the territorial waters in the 
Eastern Sea. 
  
 
The COMMITTEE also warns that because of the Vietnamese leadership’s role as a “henchman” of the longtime 
enemy of the Vietnamese people, the Communist Party of China will soon produce again a new map to make 
Vietnam a province of China. 
 
     California, 8 August 2006 
     Dr. Nguyen Van Canh , President 

Translated by  Loc Pham, MA 
 
 

Board of Governors: Professor Vu quoc Thuc, Professor Nguyên cao Hach, Dr. Nguyên van Canh, Mr. Vu ngoc Tuyên, lawyer. 
Executive President: Dr. Nguyên van Canh 
Associate: Mr. Loc Pham., MA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMMITTEE ON PROTECTION OF TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY OF VIETNAM 
     259 Meridian Ave # 7 
   San Jose CA 95126 
 E-mail; canhgnuyen1@yahoo.com 
 
 
 
 

DECLARATION  
 

On the People’s Republic of China’s establishment of a New Administrative Agency to manage Paracels and 
Spratlys of Vietnam 
 

 In November 2007, the PRC’s National Assembly issued a decree ordering an Administrative Agency on district 
level be established the mission of which is to manage three islands, called the Sansha.  Two of these three islands are 
Hoang Sa (Paracel) and Truong Sa (Spratly) of Vietnam. The agency is part of the administration of   Hainan province, 
China.   
 
 Such incident is considered as a new Chinese encroachment onto the territorial waters of Vietnam in the attempt 
to expand her waters limit so as to eventually assert over the Hoang Sa and Truong Sa of the Vietnamese sovereignty.  
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  Historical Overview 
 
 In 1956, there was a power vacuum in the area after the departure of the French Armed Forces. China took this 
opportunity and sent troops out to attack and occupy Tuyen Duc ( Amphitrite group) in the eastern part of the Hoang Sa 
Islands. This incident happened at the time when South Vietnam was just in the middle of the building of her Armed 
Forces, therefore unable to counter attack. In 1974, at the time of the withdrawal of U.S. armed forces from Vietnam, 
Chinese troops again attacked and took control of  Nguyet Thiem (Crescent group) in the western part of this Island. 
There was a fierce battle between Chinese naval forces and South Vietnamese naval forces. The former underwent a big 
casualty, and one battleship was sunk and another got severely injured.. However, the control of this island was lost to the 
Chinese. 
  
 In  1988,  Chinese troops attacked and took control of several islets on the Truong Sa archipelago. The Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam’s military forces were not able to defend. As of 1992 Chinese forces took control of 12 islets, and 
put up a boundary marker on the reef of Da Lac (Nan Xun). 
 
 In 1992, the National Assembly of China promulgated a law stating that  Biên Dong ( Eastern  Sea)  of Vietnam  
belongs to the Chinese sovereignty, and that all warships, vessels on scientific survey mission must have permission of 
China when traveling through this zone, or they will be sunk 
 
 In 2006, China made public a new boundary map. The new boundary line on this map moves closer to Vietnam 
coastline, taking over part of the continental shelf of Vietnam, 200 nautical miles as defined in Law of the Sea, United 
Nations, 1982. 
 
 Question of Sovereignty 
 

- The most recent incident took place on 9 July 2007 at a location 300 kilometers from Vietnam 
coastline. Chinese naval forces shot at Vietnamese fishing boats killing one fisherman. Several others 
were wounded. Three months earlier (July 07), a similar incident has occurred in this location after a 
Chinese warning that no Vietnamese fishing boats are allowed to navigate at this zone. This incident 
happened prior to Nguyen Minh Triet’ s state visit to China in May 2007. 

 
- China threatened foreign companies working on oil exploration in the waters of Vietnam, making 

objection to the BP Corporation vis-à-vis the building of a pipe-conduit to transport gas from Con Son 
Island to the mainland. Due to this objection the BP Corporation had to cancel (14 June 2007) a project 
of oil exploration at the waters around the South Truong Sa archipelago. 

 
- The incident of the Sansha in question is a sign that China wants to exercise her sovereignty over the 

entire Eastern Sea of Vietnam. 
 
The COMMITTEE declares 
 

TO CHINA (PRC) 
 
 That the Chinese leadership’s aggressive acts are aiming at taking over the whole EASTERN SEA of Vietnam 
eventually, and that the establishment of a new administration system to manage the two archipelagoes of 
Vietnam  is a  most recent proof  of aggression. The Vietnamese people will never tolerate this act. 
 
    TO THE SRV 
That SRV is  liable  for conceding  the  national territorial heritage to PRC 
 
 Throughout over half a century, Ho Chi Minh and his successors of the Communist Party of Vietnam, 
particularly in the past two decades since the diplomatic relations re-established with China (November 1991) 
have either secretly or openly granted land of our fatherland territory to the longtime enemy. Secretly, the 
agreement on sovereignty over the Truong Sa has been granted to China. Consequently, the Chinese authorities 
could claim that they have a right to murder  Vietnamese fishermen recently on 9 July near Truong Sa island. 
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Openly, the agreements on the territory boundary, and on the division of the Gulf of Tonkin in 1999 and 2000 
were signed by the Communist Party of Vietnam and the Communist Party of China. 
 The aggressive acts of China in the recent past have indicated that the Vietnamese leadership has 
always been submissive to the Chinese as their “master”. In regards to Chinese aggressive acts on the territorial 
waters, the Vietnamese authorities always reacted with a repeated statement, “Vietnam’s sovereignty over the 
Islands is a historical fact with  unquestionable and undeniable  proofs”, and doing nothing else, even  they kept 
silent when Vietnamese fishermen were killed by Chinese soldiers. 
 The Communist Party of Vietnam as a “ Chinese lackey”, with  sponsorship of the Communist Party of 
China as a “master” has harnessed all opposition in the country, hence internal national forces destroyed. All 
voices of opposition have been silenced so as to transfer part of  Vietnam’s  territory peacefully to China 
 Recently, on December several hundreds of university students in Hanoi and Saigon stood up in their 
peaceful demonstration to raise their voice against China’s aggressive acts in her territorial expansion. scheme 
They all were suppressed after the CPC spokesman chided the CPV for “having allowed  protests to happen.”  
 The Communist Party of Vietnam must end this game so as to let the Vietnamese people to perform 
such duty. Such demonstrations of Vietnamese youth was a starting point of the road to protect national 
territorial heritage. 
 The Vietnamese communists should not keep mouth shut, either take side with the fellow citizens to 
protect national interests, or side with China to continue serving Chinese interests  a “servant”. 
 
 
     California, December 12, 2007 
     Dr. Nguyen Van Canh, President 

Translated by  Mr. Loc Pham, MA 
 
Board of Governors: Professor Vu quoc Thuc, Professor Nguyên cao Hach, Dr. Nguyên van Canh, Mr. Vu ngoc Tuyên, lawyer.  
Executive President: Dr. Nguyên van Canh 
Associate: Mr. Loc Pham.. MA 

 
 
 
 

COMMITTEE ON PROTECTION OF TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY OF VIETNAM 
    259 Meridian Ave # 7 
   San Jose CA 95126 

    E-mail; canhgnuyen1@yahoo.com 
 

DECLARATION No 2 
 

On the People’s Republic of China’s establishment of administrative Agency called Sansha 
 

 The South China Morning Post in Hong Kong reported on 18 December 2007 that some government officials of 
Hainan have denied an administrative agency to be established on the Hainan islands. Kristine Knok wrote in her article 
disclosed that a plan to establish the agency by the National Assembly has been turned down by the local government, 
and added that the negotiations between China and Vietnam are entering a new direction. The same source reported that 
the local government said there is no plan to establish such an administrative agency on district level to manage three 
islands, among these are Hoang Sa (Paracel) and Truong Sa (Spratly) of Vietnam. An official of Van Xuong, Hainan said 
only the Sanya (Tam A) exists under his local government ’s control, and not the Sansha. 
 
 What significance do these statements convey? 
 
 China’s National Assembly issued a decree on this matter in late November. The National Assembly is a top 
power in this country’s ruling system. The Hainan government is a local authority, and is supposed to carry out orders 
from the central government. The Van Xuong authority can not reject orders from higher authorities in the public 
administration system. Assumed that this local government has turned down a decision of the National Assembly on the 
ground that there is a dispute on foreign affairs between the two countries, this reason cannot be accepted because a local 
administration agency is not allowed to meddle in any business concerning foreign affairs with another country. 
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 We all know that in the communist ruling system all public offices are borne out of the communist party parent-
organization. The Communist Party of China had its National Assembly issue a decree to establish the district of Sansha. 
Now that the decree creates a grave problem, the Party behind the scene ordered a local authority to reject such decision, 
not the National Assembly to destroy it.  
 Why? According to that news account, there is a “diplomatic pressure”. If so, does this pressure come from the 
Communist Party of Vietnam? The answer is no. Because through the dialog between the spokesmen of both sides, and  
also through what the CPV General Secretary Nong Duc Manh has said, we can say that the Vietnamese leadership was 
hesitant to react, confusing before the Chinese National Assembly’ s decision, but tried to behave submissively towards 
its “big brother.” One foreign news account has reported the word “chide” used by the Chinese spokesman when telling 
Vietnam to stop and suppress demonstrations by students from Saigon and Hanoi universities against China’s aggression 
over the Eastern Sea with respect to the establishment of Sansha, and the Vietnamese spokesman replied that  the students 
protests were “spontaneous action”. So, we can say that the pressure generated from the demonstrations on  9 and 12 
December. 
 China was aware of the significance of Vietnamese people’s resistance against China manifested in those 
demonstrations, and has therefore responded to the demands of students. The communists experienced that demonstration 
is a way of struggle, and possibly a means to seize power. 
            However, we should see it as a trick when the Hainan authorities rejected  the above mentioned decree. The trick 
aimed at deceiving world opinion at this moment so as to reduce opposition from the Vietnamese people. .The agency for 
now is dormant. 
 
 The COMMITTEE demands that 
 
            CHINA (PRC) 
    
 Must do away with all of her attempts to take possession of the EASTREN SEA that belongs to Vietnam. 
           

A . 
1. Supersede the decree on the Sansha agency by another equivalent legal procedure to nullify it. 
2. Destroy all the maps that have been produced since 1970 containing details related to the Hoang Sa and 

Truong Sa, and the 2006 map. 
3. Nullify  the law promulgated in February 1992 asserting China’s sovereignty over the EASTERN SEA. 

 
                                                     B 

1. Must stop all aggressive acts on the Eastern Sea (just like all incidents mentioned in the Committee’s 
declaration on December 12, 2007). 

2. Must stop threatening foreign companies working on oil exploration at the Eastern Sea, as has been 
reported in the Committee’s declaration on 12 December 2007. 

3. Move out from the Hoang Sa Islands, and  some 20 islets on the Truong Sa Islands (the cluster of 12 
islets in the northern part, and the cluster of  8 islets in the southern part). 

4. Remove the boundary marker erected on Da Lac reef  in 1988. 
 
The COMMITTEE warns   

 
THE SRV 

 
-The Vietnamese SRV  keeping silent before the illegal acts of China in creating the Sansha agency that has 
a duty to manage the Hoang Sa and Truong Sa. Archipelagoes constitutes an  act of  approval of the Chinese 
aggression. 
- Regarding  forbidding students’ demonstrations against China’s aggression.  Some following facts are 

recorded: The 7 December 2007 memorandum of the Hanoi  Industrial Engineer University  reads: 
“Students are not permitted to participate in any demonstration against China;. Responsible staff of the 
school must prevent demonstrations to be organized.” Secretly, a large army of secret police was 
mobilized to prevent such demonstrations from happening. On the 9 of December, 2007, 800 university 
students in the demonstration were surrounded by a police force three time bigger.  Many students were 
taken to police stations for interrogation. 
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- In response to the Chinese spokesman’s harsh language in his statement asking Vietnam to stop 
demonstrations against China’s aggression, the Vietnamese spokesman dared only say in his reply “it 
was spontaneous action”, meaning that the Vietnamese authorities did not sponsor any  protest against 
Chinese aggression. That language was also found  in the CPV General Secretary Nong Duc Manh 
statement about this matter. 

- After angry protests against China’s aggression were heard, the Vietnamese spokesman sent in the air 
the same  statement already used times and times before that:  “Vietnam has owned the islands 
historically, with unquestionable proofs”. In reality, every time such statement was repeated, national 
territory was diminished in size. 

- Students’ perfunctory reaction was even shown  after China had dropped the Sansha plan. As for the 
CPV, only after the Chinese National Assembly ‘s decree was rejected by the local Hainan authorities, 
the Vietnamese leadership then had their local government of  Khanh Hoa raised a local protest. 

- The Vietnamese leadership ought to stop all wrongdoings and disgraceful acts, need to join the fellow 
citizens in the safeguarding national territorial heritage.  

The Vietnamese leadership is required to  
 
   A. 
 
Re the Hoang Sa and Truong Sa matters: 
 

1.Stop doing what had been done in the past on behalf of the CPC as the later has described as “mutual 
understanding”, and to make public the secret deal regarding secret transferring ownership of the EASTERN 
SEA to China. 
2.Seek all possible measures / solutions to take the ownership of the Hoang Sa back to Vietnam, and to organize 
full protection of the Truong Sa. 
3.Stop all illegal, immoral measures to prevent students from protesting against Chinese aggression. 

 
B.  
 

Re the land boundary  and the Gulf of Tonkin : 
 

Nullify all the agreements with China in 1999 and 2000, and demand the CPC to return to Vietnam 
1.the mountain ranges of Ha Giang province :  

-Nui Dat or 1509 in Vi Xuyen district, (now, Lao Son of China) 
-Nui Bac or 1250 in Yen Minh district,(now, Giai Am Son of China) 
-and  1545, 773, 233 

 2..the mountain ranges of Lang Son: province: 
-820, 636 at Quoc Khanh village, Trang Dinh district ; 

       - Binh Do 400 area behind boundary marker No 26 in Cao Loc district. 
3. in Gulf  of Tonkin: 

-11,000 sq .kilometers area of waters having been granted to China.  
- Abolishing the agreement on cooperation of  fishing and exploitation of maritime resources. 

 Because the CPC leadership has been aware of the angry and strong protests in the Vietnamese mass 
population, and has therefore “destroyed” the decree issued by their National Assembly on the Sanha matter,  the 
CPV leadership should take this opportunity to claim back from China the ownership of all territorial sea and 
land lost to the later.  
  

The COMMITTEE demands that 
1 the CPV  order the Socialist Republic Of Vietnam to immediately bring this case to the International Tribunal, 
claiming that the treaties were signed under undue influence with its inequalities that do damage to the 
Vietnamese people’s interests, so as to re-establish the boundary as determined by  the Tien Tsin Treaty in 1884, 
together with the Convention 1885 

 
2. In the long range, the CPV build up strong military forces to claim back the lost territory if China refuses the 
demands. It is not tolerable to see a Vietnamese military commander in charge of the coast lines  in an angry 
reply to a foreign correspondent asking as to why a Vietnamese naval unit stood watching their fellow fishermen  
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being shot at near Spratly island in last July by  Chinese military units, without protecting them, when he replied 
“ you should go to Hanoi and ask my superiors about it” 
Vietnamese students in the last two demonstration in Hanoi and Saigon demand that they go to the front to 
protect the territory. The CPV can’t reject their  legitimate demands. 
 
3. At least the CPV follow the Philippines ’ footsteps in  using mines to destroy the structures built by China in 
1994 in the Mischiefs. The CPV must send out troops to remove the boundary marker erected by the Chinese on 
Da Lac reef. Why does the CPV dare not do it? 

 
The CPV has a duty to protect the national territory. There is no reason for such excuses, including keeping 
silence. The Vietnamese people will decide on their crimes. 

 
     California, December 21, 2007 

   Dr. Nguyen Van Canh, President  
Translated by  Loc Pham 
 

 
Board of Governors: Professor Vu quoc Thuc, Professor Nguyên cao Hach, Dr. Nguyên van Canh, Mr. Vu ngoc Tuyên, lawyer. 
Executive President: Dr. Nguyên van Canh 
Associate: Mr. Loc Pham, MA. 
 
 
      II 
 
     GEOGRAPHIC DATA 
 
1. HOANG SA is off  the coast of  Central Vietnam, close to  Quang trị, Thua Thiên and Quang Nam 
provinces of  Central Vietnam. For many centuries, it has been managed by Quang Nam administration. 
 
SHORTEST DISTANCES BETWEEN  HOANG SA  and 
-HAINAN , from Pattle Island, Hoang Sa ( 16 degree 32’N, and 111 degree 36’E)  to 
 Ling-sui Pt, Hainan (18 degree 22’N, and 110 degree 03’E)……. …………140 nautical miles 
-MAINLAND CHINA , from Pattle to Mainland China:……………………..235 nautical miles 
-VIET NAM, from Triton, Hoang Sa (15 degree 47’N, and 111 degree 12’E) to  
Cu lao Re, Vietnam ( 15 degree 22’N,109 degree 07’E)………………………123 nautical miles  
 -From Triton to Cap  Batangan, Mainland Vietnam  (15 degree 14’ N,         and 108 degree 56’E) 
:…….................................................................................135 nautical miles. 
 
2. TRUONG SA lies in the South 
DISTANCE BETWEEN TRƯƠNG SA  and  VIETNAM AND CHINA. 
 Truong Sa is much farther down the South. It has also been managed by the Phuoc Tuy Province also for many 
centuries.  It is 350 nautical miles away  from the nearest island of Hoang Sa to the South or 500 nautical  miles 
from the farthest  island in the North, thus 735 miles from Mainland China. The biggest island is Spratly ( 08 
degree 38’N and 111 degree 55’ E), situated 305 nautical miles from Cap St Jacques of South Vietnam, or 250 
nautical  miles from Cam Ranh Bay (1) 
----- 
(1) Source: Vu huu San,  “ Đia Ly Biên Dong voi Hoang Sa va Truong Sa” (EASTERN SEA 
GEOGRAPHY AND PARACEL, SPRATLY ARCHIPELAGOES), UBBVSVTLT, 1995, pp. 108, 161 and 
Map 109  
 
Distances between nearest islands of Hoang Sa to points of Main Land, 
reprinted from Map of Southeast Asia, National Geographic Society, Washington DC, 1968 
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   III 
 

VIETNAM’S SOVEREIGNTY 
                      OVER THE PARACEL AND SPRATLY ARCHIPELAGOES 

                  Dr. Tran huy Bich, University of Southern California 
                                                         January 5, 2006 
 
 
I. In Western sources: 
1. Journal de Batavia by the Dutch company “Compagnie hollandaise des Indes orientales” in 1637 recorded the 
Paracel Islands as territories of Vietnam (the southern half was known as “Cochinchina” at that time). That fact 
was summarized in the article “La compagnie des Indes néerlandaises et l’Indochine” by W.J.M. Buch, 
published in Bulletin de l’École francaise d’Extreme-Orient, vol. XXXVI, year 1936, p. 134. 
2. Logbook of the French ship Amphitrite for the year of 1701 also recorded the Paracel Islands as territories of 
Vietnam (at that time, the northern half was known as “Kingdom of Annam,” and the southern half, 
“Cochinchina”). 
3. The French author Jean Baptiste Chaigneau (1769-1825) in his book, Le mémoire sur la Cochinchine, 
published and annotated by the French researcher A. Salles in Bulletin des Amis du Vieux Hue (no. 2, April-June 
1923), revealed that in 1816, the Vietnamese Emperor Gia Long of the Nguyen dynasty established Vietnamese 
sovereignty over the Paracel Islands. 
4. In his book Univers, histoire et description de tous les peuples, de leurs religions, moeurs et coutumes, 
published in 1834, the French bishop Jean Louis Taberd (1794-1870) wrote that the Paracel Islands were known 
as Hoàng Sa (Yellow Sands) by the Vietnamese, and were occupied by them for several years. He also 
confirmed that in the year of 1816, the Vietnamese Emperor Gia Long sailed to those islands in person, and had 
the Vietnamese flag (at that time) planted on it. 
5. In his map entiled “An Nam Đại Quốc Họa Đồ” (Map of the Kingdom of Annam), published in 1838, Bishop 
Taberd (mentioned above) had the Paracel Islands printed as Vietnamese territories, and named them as “Paracel 
seu Cat Vang” (Paracel or Cat Vang). (Cat Vang, or Yellow Sands, is the Vietnamese name for the Paracels). 
6. In a report entitled “Les Archipels Hoang Sa et Truong Sa, Territoire Vietnamien” (The Hoang Sa and Truong 
Sa Archipelagoes, Vietnamese Territory) conducted by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1981 and 
stored at France’s Centre des Archives d’Outre-Mer in Aix-en-Provence by the code CAOM Br 14279, the 
authors pointed out that the Paracel and Spratly Islands “never belonged to China.” 
7. After a thorough research, the French scholar Monique Chemillier-Gendreau concluded in one of her most 
important works, La souveraineté sur les archipels Paracels et Spratleys (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1996) that 
Vietnam has “ancient and well-founded rights” to the Paracel Islands. On the condemnation of China’s use of 
force by international law, and by Vietnam’s continuing protestations against Chinese occupation, she considers 
the transforming of Chinese occupation into a legal right “impossible.” Her study leads to the conclusion that 
Vietnam was “the only holder of a legally founded title,” justifying its claim over the Paracels. She also 
dismisses the Chinese claim over the Spratlys, “It is easy to see that the Chinese claim to the Spratlys has no 
legal basis, and is just one aspect of a maritime expansion policy.” 
II. In Chinese sources: 
1. The Buddhist monk Shi Dashan (in Vietnamese, Thích Đại Sán, 1633-1705), Abbot of the Chang-shou 
Pagoda in Guangdong (near Guangzhou), in his memoir entitled Hai wai ji shi (Records of an overseas trip), 
written about a trip made to the southern half of Vietnam in 1695, mentioned the Paracel Islands as Vietnamese 
territories, and disclosed that the Vietnamese court sent vessels to patrol those islands on a regular basis. 
2. Prior to 1909, none of the maps drawn by Chinese imperial dynasties mentioned the Paracel and Spratly 
Islands. All maps up to the end of the Qing Dynasty showed that the southernmost part of China was the island 
of Hainan. 
III. In Vietnamese sources: 
1. The Paracel and Spratly Islands were included in Vietnamese maps (under the names of “Hoàng Sa” and “Vạn 
Lý Trường Sa”) since 1686, in the set of maps entitled Thiên Nam Tứ Chí Lộ Đồ Thư, compiled by Đỗ Bá Công 
Đạo. That set of maps was later incorporated in a larger set which was drawn previously, and was 
published between 1470 and 1497 under the title Hồng Đức Bản Đồ. 
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2. In his book Phủ Biên Tạp Lục, written in 1776, the scholar Lê Quý Đôn (1726-1784) described various annual 
and naval activities performed by the administration of the southern half of Vietnam at that time on the Paracel 
and Spratly Islands. 
3. Several sources under the Nguyen Dynasty (1802-1945) such as: 
. Lich Trieu Hien Chuong Loai Chi (1821) 
. Hoang Viet Du Dia Chi (1833) 
. Dai Nam Thuc Luc Tien Bien (1821-1844) 
. Dai Nam Thuc Luc Chinh Bien (1848-1864) 
. Kham Dinh Dai Nam Hoi Dien Su Le (1851) 
. Dai Nam Nhat Thong Chi (1882-1910) 
. Chau Ban (Imperial Court Records) from the reign of Emperor Gia Long (1802- 
1819) to the reign of Emperor Tu Duc (1847-1883) all mentioned several activities, including geographical and 
resource surveys by the Vietnamese imperial court and local administration on the Paracel and Spratly 
Islands. For examples, in 1836, Emperor Minh Mang (1820-1840) ordered trees to be planted, a stele and a 
temple erected on the Paracel Islands. 
4. The set of official maps entitled Dai Nam Nhat Thong Toan Do (Complete Maps of the Great Viet-Nam) 
drawn in 1834 under the reign of the Emperor Minh Mang as well as all subsequent Vietnamese maps, always 
showed the Paracel Islands under the Vietnamese name “Hoang Sa,” and the Spratly Islands under the 
Vietnamese name of “Truong Sa” or “Van Ly Truong Sa.” 
5. After Vietnam was conquered by France at the end of the 19th century, the French authorities continued to 
administer the Paracel and Spratly Islands. Lighthouses were built at the proposal of Governor General Paul 
Doumer in 1899. Several research and exploration trips were organized, and more precise and meticulous 
naval maps were later compiled. 
6. After the end of World War II, at the invitation of the U.S. government, a Conference between 51 nations for 
the purpose of post-war settlement and relations with Japan was opened in San Francisco in July 1951. In that 
Conference, Prime Minister Tran Van Huu, who represented the State of Vietnam, 
confirmed Vietnam’s sovereignty over the Paracel and Spratly Islands. His sovereignty declaration met with no 
challenge from any of other participants to the Conference. 
7. After the French withdrew from Vietnam in 1955, the Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam) continued the 
administration of the Paracel and Spratly Islands. However, in 1956, China sent its troops to take the Eastern 
group of the Paracels which is Amphitrite. Near the end of the Vietnam War, China again sent its naval forces to 
seize Crescent, the Western group of the archipelago in a surprise attack in January 1974. After a tense battle in 
which one Vietnamese ship and two Chinese ships were sunk, the larger Chinese forces prevailed. The islands 
were taken and administered by China since then. 
8. In 1988, China and Vietnam clashed at sea over possession of some reefs in the Spratly Islands. Two 
Vietnamese transport ships supporting a landing party of Vietnamese soldiers were sunk by Chinese gunboats. 
At this time, 6 islands were taken by the Chinese forces. Until now, some twenty of them have been in China’s 
hands 
                         x 
In summary, as confirmed by the authors of the report compiled and released by the French Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs in 1981, until China first showed its  interest in the Paracel Islands, and sent some of its ships to one of 
the unoccupied islands of this archipelago to plant its flag in 1909, neither the Paracels nor the 
Spratlys belonged to China. On the other hand, since the 17th century, Vietnam has established effective 
occupation, effective administration, and has enjoyed internationally recognized jurisdiction over those islands. 
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      IV  
 
  LA SOUVERAINETE SUR LES ARCHIPELS PARACELS ET SPRATLYS 
  Prof. Monique Chemillier-Gendreau,  Faculte de Droit, Paris, 1996 
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      V 
 
                                    THE EASTERN SEA AND SECURITY IN SOUTH EAST ASIA  * 
            Nguyen van Canh 
                                                                                     24 April 1995  
 
     Bien Dong or The Eastern Sea 
 
 Historically, Bien Dong (the Eastern Sea, also called the South China Sea outside of Vietnam) has been 
since its nationhood the territorial waters of Vietnam, and is now bursting into a dispute for sovereignty among 
the People’s Republic of China, the Republic of China (Taiwan), Malaysia, the Philippines, Brunei and Vietnam. 
The Eastern Sea has appeared an important maritime world corner owing to its commercial activities with sea 
vessels transporting merchandises and raw materials to and from other continents. Consequently, it has become a 
source of common interests benefited by countries in Europe, North America, and South East Asia. Since the 
Eastern Sea may potentially turn out to be an economic exploitation of fishery and minerals, it has become a 
concern of security to a number of countries in the world. 
  

The Eastern Sea is our national heritage. We now have a question to raise : What has built up the 
dispute, the battle with one another for ownership ? In April 1995, the Philippines gave a warning to  the 
People’s Republic of China about constructing structures and hoisting their national flag on the Mischiefs 
claimed by the Philippines. China’s denial was followed right afterwards by saying that those installations were 
made available for fishermen to use as shelters when working in the area. Finally, all those installations – among 
them a 3-storey concrete building, were demolished by the Philippine naval forces. Such was the most recent 
encroachment by the PRC in their longtime scheme of transgression at the Eastern Sea inside the territorial 
waters of Vietnam. 
 
 Chinese encroachment on the Hoang Sa (Paracel) archipelago began in 1956 at the time South Vietnam 
was just in the middle of the building of her Armed Forces, after the departure of the French armed forces (after 
the Geneva Agreement to partition temporarily Vietnam into North and South). Taking advantage of a vacuum 
of power, China at this time deployed their troops out to attack and occupy the Tuyen Duc (Amphitrite) cluster 
in the eastern part of Paracel. In 1974, at the time of the withdrawal of US armed forces from South Vietnam, 
when another vacuum of power existed,  Chinese troops again attacked and took control of the Nguyet Thiem 
(Crescent) cluster in the West. This incident has made it known that since then the PRC has got control of the 
whole  archipelago. This act of aggression has been revealed by the very Chinese press when reporting a 
comment of the then Soviet authorities on the Moscow radio that the Paracel incident committed  by the People’s 
Republic of China has met with an extreme adverse response by the world judgment. The PRC’s newly 
published map has also disclosed her scheme of aggression. 
 
 Invasion of Spratly.  
In March 1988, the PRC’s naval forces attacked and occupied  islands in the southern part of the Spratly 
archipelago. The  Socialist Republic of Vietnam underwent a heavy toll : two boats were sunk, three sailors were 
killed, 74 were captivated, and soldiers were reported missing. Chinese attacks continued now and then to take 
one after another; gradually 8 islands were under Chinese control. The last attack was launched in July 1992 to 
occupy Da Lac ( Nan Xun) reef. Then, the Chinese used a trawler supported by naval ships carrying a boundary 
marker and putting it up on the reef so as to substantiate their sovereignty over the Spratly archipelago. 
 
 In 1983, the PRC reprinted a newly re-marked map accompanied by an announcement to assert her 
sovereignty over the whole area at the Eastern Sea. The boundary of the new map got close to the coastline of 
the Philippines in the East, to that of Vietnam in the West, and to that of  Malaysia in the South. In Feb. 1992, 
the PRC National Assembly promulgated a law announcing her sovereignty over the area of the Eastern Sea, and 
stating that any warships, or vessels on scientific survey mission navigating through this region must have 
permission of the PRC, or they would be sunk. 
 Three months later in the same year, the PRC conceded to the Creston Corporation at Denver, 
Colorado, USA a contract for oil exploration at the maritime area of 25,000 square kilometers, west of the 
Paracel archipelago, and the PRC’s Navy promised military forces would be used if needed to protect the 
Creston’s personnel while working in the area. This conceded surface had been accorded earlier for oil 
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exploration to the French Total Company by the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. This Company had dropped the 
contract after its unsuccessful exploration. 
 
 In August 1992, one Chinese vessel on oil survey mission intruded the waters of the Gulf of Tonkin, 
112 kilometers far from the seaport of Ba Lat, Vietnam, and another vessel on seismic study tour penetrated deep 
into the waters near the Haiphong seaport, just 70 nautical miles from the Thai Binh province. These two vessels 
have gone beyond the maritime boundary line of Vietnam determined by the Convention 1887 between France 
and the then China. Together with these aggressive acts, the most recent incident on the Mischiefs of the 
Philippines has demonstrated the PRC’s ambition to become a hegemonic country in the region. 
 
 Deng Xiaoping’s  expansionism. 

 
Modernization of the Chinese naval forces was one  among the Four-Modernization Program that Deng 

Xiaoping introduced in 1978. In 1991, the PRC bought from Russia 24 SU-27 bombers and 4 transport aircrafts. From the 
Tiananmen Square incident to 1991 China has spent two billion US dollars to modernize their armed forces. Budget for 
national defense will increase by 10% every year as it has been reported in the years to come. It has been reported that a 
negotiation between the PRC and Ukraine is under way for a purchase of a carrier, Tbilisi /60,000 tons or Varyag / 67,000 
tons. The carrier of this kind can carry 18  SU-27 or 25 Migs-25, at 2 billion US dollars each. China is transforming a 
huge commercial ship into a warship, and has bought from Iran a technology for fueling in the air so as to widen the flight 
range of aircrafts from the Eastern Sea as far as to Malaysia. For this purpose a modification to the aircraft H-6 has been 
completed. On the  Phu Lam (Woody) island in the Paracel a new runway, a fresh water reservoir, and a barrack for 
housing soldiers have been constructed. It has been reported that a thousand soldiers are at present stationed on this 
island. Paracel  is now  an advanced Chinese naval post to move South. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Airfield on Woody 
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Figure 3.Varyag aircraft carrier 
  
 
 

 
Figure 4. Varyag is equivalent to Russian Kuznetsov 
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The PRC  Navy now ranks first in military power in the region with 300,000 soldiers, 900 battle ships, 100 
submarines, and 1000 air fighters. Their modernization of armed forces was aiming at a control of the whole maritime 
surface in the region. General Zhang Xusan, Deputy to the  Commander-in Chief was reported as saying on the China 
Daily (April 7, 1992) that “our naval forces now are to back up the economic development in the region comprising all 
the disputed islands of the Spratly chain.” Vice Admiral Zhang Lianzhong, commander of the Chinese Naval Forces at 
the same time made it known on the China News Services that “the Communist Party of China Military Council has put 
out an order that their naval forces be ready to protect their territorial waters and the neighboring areas; as a consequence, 
with the economic exploitation at  the deep sea, the situation would become more complicated and the  struggle to control 
the sea would become more severe.” Together with their aggressive scheme at the Eastern Sea inside the territorial waters 
of Vietnam, the statements of these Chinese generals have confirmed their ambition of dominance over the region. This is 
the root of the present dispute in the region. 

 
 
 The Socialist Republic of Vietnam ‘s reactions: 
 

  
1 –  Before 1975, the PRC ‘s military occupation of Paracel was composed of two phases: The first attack on 
Paracel was launched  in 1956. The incident took place when Ho Chi Minh controlled  North Vietnam following 
the 1954  Geneva Agreement that temporarily divided the country into North and South. No action  by Ho chi 
Minh was taken against the Chinese aggression including a single statement to oppose it. Ho Chi Minh was 
practically submissive in granting the archipelago to the PRC. This act was also shown later in his Prime 
Minister Pham Van Dong ‘s official note on September 14, 1958 to the PRC’s Prime Minister Chou en Lai. The 
PRC’s second attack was made on Paracel in 1974 right after the withdrawal of US armed forces from South 
Vietnam. The Republic of Vietnam ‘s naval forces was deployed out to strongly and heroically resist the Chinese 
invaders. The battles were fierce and  intense. A Chinese destroyer was sunk, another got seriously hurt. A ship 
of the Naval forces of the Republic was sunk. Some died with the ship, and some 50 troops were captured by the 
Chinese. It was a surprise that the Chinese invasion met with strong protest from Russia against the Chinese act 
of aggression toward a hegemonic ambition, while North Vietnam kept completely quiet. 
 
2 – 1975- 1991 
 During the years after Hanoi took over South Vietnam, the PRC ‘s  aggression continued to move 
further south into the Eastern Sea. It was in 1988 Hanoi reacted for the first time in naval battles against Chinese 
attacks on the islands in Spratly, but finally several islands were lost to China.  
 
 Why Hanoi’s reaction changed from “submissive” in the past to now “against” the Chinese attacks ? 
We noticed that an agreement of mutual assistance and cooperation was signed by USSR and Vietnam in 1979. 
Le Duan the then CPV Secretary-general signed this agreement in which there was a mention saying the two 
countries will consult each other when one country is invaded. This may translate that the question of security of 
the two countries also lay in this agreement. And the Socialist Republic of Vietnam would be protected in case 
of invasion by PRC. One month later, with an army of 135,000 soldiers Vietnam launched an attack on 
Kampuchea. Russian ships carried Vietnamese troops and military materials to Kampuchea. War costs were 
provided by the USSR. Vietnam in this period took side with the Russians to stop the Chinese power expansion 
in the region, and to promote Russian influence in South Eastern Asia and all the way as far as to the Indian 
Ocean, using Cam Ranh Bay as a starting point. 
In 1988,  Russia reduced assistance, economic and military as well to Hanoi, i.e. Russia no longer intended to  
provide  sponsorship to Hanoi, China began to take military actions in area south of Spratly. As a consequence, 
Russia  just stood still,  watching the Chinese aggression.  
The last of the eight islands was taken in July 1992. 
 
3- After 1991: 
In September 1990, CPV Secretary general Nguyên van Linh, Premier Do Muoi and CPV Central Committee 
Advisor secretly came to China and met with CPC leaders in Cheng Du to ask for re-establishment of diplomatic 
relationships. It was there the CPV leaders made concessions, including transfer of a part of the territory in  
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Northern border (1999), 11,000 square kilometers in the Tonkin Bay (2000)and the Eastern Sea in exchange for 
the CPC’s support for maintaining socialism in Vietnam. 
 
Regarding territorial concessions including the Eastern Sea, CPV Secretary general Do Muoi  with a support of 
Chief of State Le duc Anh, No 2 person in the PolitBuro in June 1992 Central Executive Committee’s meeting 
stated that “socialism is a great interest of the party, and land and sea issues are of no significance. We  need to 
sacrifice minor things in exchange for bigger ones.” 
 
The Chinese scheme of expansion has been carefully calculated and implemented during the past sixty years. 
 
 
      X 
 
Briefly,  Chinese hegemony  is a threat to the region stability. So long as the Chinese Blue Sea Fleet has not been 
successfully  activated, the region enjoys safety. However, when China’s navy becomes strong enough, there 
will be serious problems for countries in the West. The sea lane through Malacca straight will be blocked by 
Chinese naval forces when they are able and dare to do so, especially with a support of the CPV playing a role of 
a puppet to carry the CPC’s expansionist scheme, the world would be in trouble./. 
 
  
           X 
               X  X 
 
 
In conclusion, with the present policy of “entire and full cooperation” as  put out by the communist party of 
China (CPC) over  a decade ago, the communist party of Vietnam (CPV) has implemented  it gradually, and 
carefully. The CPC has long planted its faithful Vietnamese agents to hold key positions in a leading body at the 
top level of the CPV apparatus. A super intelligence or super Secret Service agency, “the General Department 2” 
has been established to control and direct all state agencies, including Defense and  Security Ministries, so as to 
maintain all activities in compliance with the CPC line of action. Moreover, since 1991, CPC leaders have had a 
say in appointing  such important positions as Secretary General of the CPV; Chief of State and Prime Minister 
of SRV. As a consequence, concessions of territories on the Northern boundaries and  transfer of 11,000 square 
kilometers of the Tonkin Bay to China in 1999 and 2000 were made easily and smoothly, though at first secretly.  
SRV dared not have any  reaction against the   January 8, 2005  killing of 8 Vietnamese fishermen , sinking their 
wooden boats and capturing others by a Chinese naval patrol unit  in an area located at the west side of  the new 
boundary line of the Tonkin Bay. Moreover, a Chinese patrol  ship chased a Vietnamese fishing boat to the shore 
of Thanh Hoa province before leaving. In July 2007, a Vietnamese fisherman was killed and several others were 
wounded near Patty island  while a Vietnamese naval ship stood still watching the event. Recently, SRV police 
and military personnel were mobilized to suppress and suffocate all anti-2008 Olympic demonstrations after the 
spokesman of the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs openly chided Hanoi for not preventing students of Hanoi 
and Saigon universities  from  so doing on Dec. 9 and 16, 2007…. These are few examples of what has happened  
since 1991. 
The CPV has been working hard to serve the latter ‘s interests, one of which of course  is Chinese expansionism  
in South East Asia  and SRV will be then an advance force in the front line to achieve this objective under the 
direction of Red China.  
UN members should look at and monitor  SRV ambassador’s behavior at UN debates and proceedings and will 
find out that he will take side with  his Chinese master  on important issues./. 
 
  * An excerpt from   Dr Nguyen Van Canh’s book: Cong San Tren Dat Viet  (Communism on Vietnam’s Soil), 
Chapter XIII, Vol. II., Kien Quoc,( California)  2003,  pp. 353-368 ; summarized and translated by Pham Loc. 
  * Dr. Nguyen van Canh, Visiting Scholar, Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, Stanford 
University and Director, Center For Vietnam Studies, California. 
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